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IT SNEAKS UP...
Around the same time each year, we’re bustling
through the shopping centre, maybe after weekend sport - trying to grab a few groceries for dinner, weighed down by ‘all the things’ after a busy
week at work and ... BAM!
There it is. The first Christmas tree.
Tall, cool, impeccably adorned and hovering at
the entrance of Target like an early-arriving dinnerguest, it seems to mock us: Another year over.
What have you done?

?

Dazed, we scramble an answer. What have we done since the
gung-ho delirium of January, when we were found tramping all
over our lives in our This is My Year Superwoman outfit?
New leaves were being turned back then, and flung sky high.
Change was sweeping through every nook and cranny of our existence, and with it came the hope, promise and new-chapter
freshness of a sparkly year with no mistakes in it.
Eat less, drink more water, meditate, see friends more often, be
more patient, exercise, get a new job, de-clutter house, fix finances, see dentist, start hobby, pelvic floor exercises, read
more, write more, be more, do more... gaaaaahhh!
And now we’ve been caught out, in much the same way as we
were caught out last year and the year before that, having done
a few good things, but still playing catch-up against the enticing
and elusive ‘Best Self’ that we know we can be ... and it’s frustrating!
Where does it all go wrong?
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FEBRUARY, BASICALLY.
January’s not a real month. It tricks you with its lazy sunsets and blank-ish diary into feeling far more
on top of everything than it’s possible to feel in February, when reality smacks you head-on - or when
you’re knee-deep in August, battling a full house of head colds.
You make bold claims at the start of the year: I can do this! I can do that! - and it seems so refreshingly simple that you start to wonder what the catch is.
The catch is school lunches. Last-minute project demands at work. Sick parents. Fundraisers. A
washing pile the size of Everest that belies the fact that nobody ever has a thing to wear, particularly
you, because you’re waiting to lose the last 5kg before you buy something.
This whole charade of getting your hopes up for change happens Every Single Year and without fail,
enthusiasm wains, and you settle into a familiar groove, because...

THERE’S NO TIME!
Everywhere you go, there’s a Greek Chorus singing: ‘I don’t know how you do it!’. The time-intensive
roles and higher duties, extra committees, sports-team management, kids’ activities, social events
and other staggeringly-involved timetabling that you’ve concocted come at the expense of all the
ways you were going to take care of yourself physically, after you nearly burnt out last year.
But you’re addicted.
Meditation was a good idea, you thought, but you’re asleep before you hit the pillow. Pelvic floor ditto - and surely this can wait another 24 hours (after all how much damage could possibly be done
with one more night of rampant neglect?)
You’re on thin ice and you know it, but your life is a run-away train and you don’t know how to apply
the brakes, or where to cut something out without losing some of the significance that you don’t like to
admit that all this ‘crazy busy’ brings.
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I’M A MUM! (OR A SISTER, WIFE, DAUGHTER, FRIEND - IN
SHORT I HAVE PEOPLE TO CARE FOR AND I CAN’T MAKE
TIME FOR ME)
The kids are only little for a short time, and your parents aren’t getting any younger. Your sibling
makes Offspring’s Billie seem low maintenance and your friends lurch from one self-manufactured
emergency to the next.
But... shhhh!
While you complain about the extent to which you’re depended upon (“everyone wants a piece of
me!”) you also enable it just a touch (or maybe a lot) because the truth is, you enjoy being needed...
That pesky need to be liked wins every time over the need to be your Best Self. You’d choose ‘selfless’ over ‘selfish’ every day of the week, and do, and can’t see it ever changing.
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I CAN’T AFFORD IT!
People who have their acts together are people who don’t work, don’t have demanding families, don’t
have money concerns, have a house-full of domestic help and can spend half the day at the gym.
‘Normal people’ have to battle through, without the time or space or funding to be amazing.
You’re not where you want to be, but you’re backed into a corner and can’t see where to start pushing
back because whenever it’s one step forward, it’s two bills backwards...

IT’S TOO LATE
You’re too set in your ways. It’s too hard. The rut you’re in that was once so mind-numbingly dull has
started to feel comfortable. It’s easy. It’s where you’ve convinced yourself that you belong...
And then you catch a glimpse of something or someone who reminds you of what you used to be
like. The ‘real you’ beneath the tired version. The one whose bigger plans for you are stacked on the
shelf out of reach.
And there’s something about that spark of the ‘old you’ that kick-starts the idea of a ‘comeback’... if
only you knew where to start.

IT’S TOO RISKY
You’re not telling other people this but there’s a big part of you who feels safer where you are. If you
were firing at 100% anything could happen. You might be promoted! You might be noticed! Something might change...
Worse - if you were more ‘visible’ and visibly doing the things that you’d secretly love to do, something might go wrong. What if you fail? What if you’re exposed?
Isn’t it safer to stay under the radar...
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BUT
IT’S A
TRICK!

Whatever time of year it is, there’s ample opportunity to salvage some
of the concrete changes that you owe yourself from New Year - to
change your trajectory and finish the year strong.

JUST THINK FOR A MINUTE ABOUT
WHAT WOULD BE DIFFERENT FOR YOU
IF, OVER THE NEXT 90 DAYS...
• You made adjustments to your diet and introduced or increased exercise and were feeling energetic and strong
• You invested quality time with the people who matter most, including
people you’ve let slip away from you unintentionally, or through misunderstandings or just in the haze of ‘busy’ through which you (and
they) have been wading
• You fixed the parts of your career that have been keeping you awake
at night - by changing something in your own performance, or addressing concerns with your boss and colleagues, or by updating
your CV and applying for something new
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WHAT IF...
• Your house was de-cluttered and beautifully organised - no more being weighed down by things that you’ll never use, that cause you to
sigh when you trip over them
• You wrangled control over spending, cut some unwanted luxuries,
shed some debt and started syphoning a portion of money into an investment or savings account
• You learnt how to spend your time differently and reconnected with a
hobby or sport that you once loved, or found a new passion that you
look forward to spending time on each week
• You spent time reading or attending courses or seminars or speaking
with a mentor about something that engages your mind and creates a
real feeling of growth and inspiration
How different would your year look then?
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HERE’S THE CHOICE
You can write the rest of the year off...
Gone. Over.
Exactly how things are right now will be exactly how things are at year’s end (pretty much), and if
you’re content with that, it’s likely that you’re already a person who takes the daily steps that set us up
for a life that we really love.
Or...
Maybe you’re not content with things the way they are, and you’re keen to make some changes.
When the usual excuses crop up for you (they might, and that’s okay), practice re-framing your
thoughts:

‘THERE’S NO TIME’ BECOMES ‘I’M THE ARCHITECT OF MY
DAY.’
Remember back in 2006, before you had Facebook? You had ‘no time’ then, too - but now you somehow squeeze social media in. Remember earlier in the year, before your favourite TV show had returned? There wasn’t a spare minute in the day, but you quickly found sixty.
And what about the tasks you’ve taken on or volunteered for - willingly - and the activities you’ve enrolled your children in freely.
Everywhere you look there are choices.
• Will I spend another hour perfecting this brief, or is it good enough to submit already?
• Will I bake the dessert from scratch or pick up a cake along the way?
• Will I iron the pillow-slips or not, and while I’m at it - what’s everyone else doing around here? Is the
housework equitably divided?
And the biggie: Does my own well-being matter more than ... [insert another way of spending your
time].
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Amidst the work and
the ‘service’ that we
provide to our families,
we have another
important job. We’re
the role models. We
show how adulthood is
done. We show them
what it means to love
yourself and value
yourself and treat
yourself well. We teach
people how to treat us.

‘I HAVE PEOPLE TO CARE FOR AND
CAN’T MAKE TIME FOR ME’ BECOMES
‘I’M A PERSON WHO DESERVES
BREATHING SPACE’
When the oxygen masks drop on a plane, we’re instructed to fit them to
ourselves before helping other people. Even children.
It’s counter-intuitive in some ways, but not in others. We need to
breathe...
Carving space for you, because you’re valuable and important and special and deserving doesn’t always come naturally, but the benefits to
you, and those around you, are immeasurable.
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‘I CAN’T AFFORD IT’ BECOMES ‘DO WHAT YOU CAN,
WHERE YOU ARE, WITH WHAT YOU HAVE’
Taking care of yourself isn’t dependent upon having wads of cash to splash around at expensive
gyms and restaurants. It may mean being creative and might mean finding joy in simple things, and
the more you have, the more elusive those pleasures can be.
• We don’t need a big bank account to meditate.
• We don’t need it to cook a healthy meal.
• We don’t need it to walk, or talk with friends, or read or watch something engaging.
Having a ‘cushy’ lifestyle or being able to ‘cruise’ and ‘laze’ like Lady Muck is not a prerequisite to
finding time to devote to you, and your Best Self. In fact, it can be an impediment...

‘IT’S TOO LATE’ AND ‘TOO RISKY’ BECOMES ‘THE PAST
DOES NOT EQUAL THE FUTURE’ AND ‘DO IT AFRAID!’
We all fail at things. Every single one of us. The more we put ourselves out there, the more often it
happens and the less we hold back - the higher our chances of striking gold.
When we shoot for goals and fall short of them, sometimes we miss just how much further along
we’ve come from our starting point, and how much better we’d feel about that if we gave ourselves
credit for progress. Full stop.
By letting go of the need to get it ‘right’ or ‘perfect’ or of having to look good in front of other people,
we give ourselves permission to start dabbling in the kind of fun stuff that fills our lives with lightness
and laughter: the things that feel good, whether they work out or not, where the ‘getting there‘ is as
lovely as the arriving.
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If you’re time-poor and
looking for an organised
approach to ‘getting your
act together’ in 90 days,
across the areas of:
• well-being
• relationships
• career
• finances
• physical environment
• fun & recreation
• personal growth
Check out:
www.my15minutes.com.au.

WHERE TO START AND WHAT TO DO
If you commit to a process of renewal, growth, re-organisation and rejuvenation, you can start anywhere. Envisage yourself and your
‘world’ how you want things to be and work backwards from there thinking of every step that you took to reach your goals.
• Create a game plan that is do-able, achievable and effective.
• Enlist the support of a coach or organisational expert to keep you
accountable
• Team-up with a group of friends
• Be kind to yourself and enjoy it
Remember it’s our daily, repeated thoughts and actions that create
our realities.
As Benjamin Button said: “Our lives are defined by opportunities;
even the ones we miss.”
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